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Introduction

This book is full of writing recommendations I call “values lists”.  I will

prompt you to write, draw, self-reflect, and think critically--I hope that you

find these writing prompts interesting, exciting, and very meaningful.  I

relate these writing prompts to the feeling on Christmas morning--where

you open beautifully wrapped presents--you never know what golden idea

is waiting to be unwrapped.

Pick and choose which writing prompts you want to complete.  I hope

you do all of them--some of the writing prompts build on each other.  You're

welcome to modify these ideas in any way to meet your specific needs.

This book is full of my pondering over the past 20 years.  Most of the

ideas found in this book are my own unique ideas where I’ve combined

values lists and writing exercises to help readers create new ideas.  Over

the years my joy for life has greatly increased, and I blame it on meaningful

journaling--which has improved my social life--which has improved my

overall life-satisfaction.
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No academic scholar has tested my ideas--what you read is my

opinion.  Some of my journal recommendations have come from other

authors--I will tell you who and where I got the idea from to give context.

A couple of the ideas I recommend I ask you to draw symbols… do

not get intimidated by drawing or think you're not a good artist, I believe

stick figure drawings are totally acceptable--most of my drawings are

simple concepts.   If you can draw basic shapes like a star or a sun or a

fire, then you’ll be just fine.  Giving an idea a symbol, or a metaphor, makes

that idea even more powerful.  Words are magical, but when you add

artwork to them, they become memorable.

I personally love books that inspire me to create something, to think

of something new, to explore my world--and this book is full of writing

prompts--enjoy!  Please do your best to apply these ideas into your own life

and you're welcome to borrow ideas from me--but I would strongly

recommend creating your own--it will make your journey so much more

powerful.
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Section 1: My Best Ideas

Chapter 1: Create a Meaningful Journal

Journaling is my passion.  I’ve read many books/articles where the

author mentions a little snippet about “journaling”, however, no author ever

goes into detail about what their journal-writing experience is about.  I wrote

this book with that idea in mind… “what should I journal about that is

meaningful”?

I was prompted many times in my adolescents to begin a journal.

Finally after thinking about it for a while, I began my journal on September

7th, 1999.   My journaling style has evolved over the years.  I try to only

journal when I feel inspired, or receive a really good idea that I transform

into something I call a “values-list”, and I am obsessed with this process.

When I pass away, I believe that my legacy and identity will be found

in my journal.   Anyone who journals, whether new or experienced, should

consider organizing your most cherished ideas into a separate journal. For

example… I have 4 journals that are in three-ring-binders with filler paper.

1. My first journal is made up of 5 sections: Best Ideas, Family,

Traditional Journal (diary), Miscellaneous, and Treasures.
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2. My second journal is where I keep all my excess diary style

journal entries.

3. My third journal is where I put “retired” ideas… ideas that I no

longer highly-cherish, but are still historically important--they

show a transformation of my evolution.

4. My fourth journal is a small binder I take to work or on vacation

where I record ideas I find from books I’m reading, or to write a

diary style recording.

I cherish ideas.  My style of journaling is unique (I created this

through years of trial and error).  I believe there is an art to my madness

that is applicable to others.  All of my ideas have a place or a section in my

journal.  I also have a smartphone, and I constantly record ideas in the

QuickMemo pad.  Journaling this way will help your ideas stay organized.
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Chapter 2: What are Values Lists?

What is a values list?  First we need to define what a value is.  A

value is something you consider to be extremely important. For example…

I consider my family’s happiness to be extremely important, my career, and

experiences, etc.  So… a “values-list” is basically a list of ideas of

something you value.  There will be many examples throughout this book of

what I mean by a “values-list”.

It’s taken me a while to realize how inspiring values-lists are.  When I

create a new values-list, for me it’s one of the most exciting discoveries I

can make.  Why?  Because getting into flow doing something creative is

powerful, fun, and rewarding.  Using and exercising your brain is also

powerful.  Self-knowledge is powerful.  All of these exercises can help you

become more confident, be a better communicator, a better friend, a better

partner, and understand yourself on a deeper level.

On July 16th, 2017 was when I realized that all of my values in my

journal were basically “lists”.  Around that time, I also discovered “journal

questions”.  Journal questions are chunks of knowledge I like to think about

and reflect on in my diary.  For example, a recent journal question I’ve

discovered has to do with obedience.  The question is… “what am I
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obedient to?”  This type of question went into my diary.  I don’t consider it a

“values list” because I don’t think it’s powerful enough or deep enough or

interesting enough to be one.

After time, some of my values lists get combined with other values

lists, or I retire them.  When I retire an idea, I put it into a binder where

other retired ideas are located.

I have a values list or section in my journal where I record…

● What is the values list I created?

● Where did that idea come from?

● Where is it located in my journal?

● And the date I created it?
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Chapter 3: Symbolic Heart

My first values-list found in my journal is called the “symbolic heart”.  I

originally thought of this in 2009 when I was living in South Korea teaching

English.  This idea was reiterated from a book called “Essential Art

Therapies” by Leah Guzman, and I’ve updated and redrawn my symbolic

heart to reflect my values in 2021.  I’ll share some of the differences

between my 2009, and 2021 drawing.

Basically, a “symbolic heart” is a drawing in the shape of a human

heart on a piece of paper with your greatest values going around the

perimeter, and the center of the heart is your number one greatest value.

Your “heart” is symbolic or a metaphor for your greatest desires.

In 2009, my symbolic heart had…

➢ Gratitude

➢ Faith/hope/charity

➢ Trust in God

➢ Obedience

➢ Friends and family

➢ Social skills

➢ Covenants

➢ Service

➢ Fun

➢ Gifts of God

➢ Peace and joy

➢ Grace

➢ The Atonement
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➢ “Eternal Life” tree at the center of my heart

Back in 2009, each value had a very simple/literal symbol.  I thought

of these symbols as “seeds”--and having faith that the seeds would grow

into fruitful trees.  These ideas are like relics, historical evidence of where

I’ve come from and what I used to highly value.

I’ve changed and grown since 2009.  In 2019, I became obsessed

with metaphors because of reading the book, “Awaken the Giant Within” by

Tony Robbins.  I decided to create a couple of metaphors (where its

applicable) for some of my current values.  Below you’ll see a couple

examples of what I mean by metaphors.

My symbolic heart for 2021 is a little different: at the top of my heart I

drew... (These are basically my self-affirmations which I’ll go into more

detail later)...

1. I am like the universe because I’m constantly learning and I

keep my family in harmony

➢ My wife is like the sun--life and energy flows from her

➢ My children are like “earths” because they revolve around

the sun

2. My “8” happiness graph/symbol
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3. Star-status symbol/metaphors

4. Highlights symbol

5. Core memories symbol

6. Values lists symbol

7. Wikipedia Profile symbol

8. Career symbol

9. Shield of strengths

10. Armor: a sword, a helmet, a breastplate, and boots

As you can see with the comparison from my 2009 symbolic heart to

my 2021 version, I obviously included my family in the mix, I put my dreams

(what I want) in it, and I believe sometimes metaphors are powerful when

explaining values, however, a symbol is also fine to explain a

self-affirmation.

Now it’s your turn, to begin to create your own symbolic heart…

● Draw the shape of a human heart on a piece of paper

● Create your own list of values

○ What do you consider to be extremely important?

○ Also, what do you want to acquire or accomplish

(dreams)?
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● Transform your values into metaphors or symbols

○ A metaphor is a description of an object that isn’t literally

true--but it’s comparison helps explain an idea better

● Go around your heart with more examples of things you value,

like your family, employment, hobbies, important memories,

special strengths.

● Then in the center of your heart is your most cherished and

important value.

● I recommend doing this exercise last after you read the

book, you will generate more ideas from other exercises.
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Chapter 4: Happiness Line Graph

Another values-list that I think is universally applicable is what I call

the “happiness line graph”.  It's basically a line-graph that represents your

happiness over your life-span.  The line displays high points, low points,

neutral points and everything in between on a graph on a x-axis.  On a

y-axis, it is a range from +10--being your most happy, to -10--being your

most unhappy.  Every year represents a data point beginning at age 0 to

your current age where you quantify how happy you are on a graph.  Then

you’ll connect the data-points so you see a continuous line that goes from

high to low depending on how happy you were.  If you look at the graph

below, from age 0 to 5, I was pretty neutral, meaning I was at 0, I wasn’t

really all that happy, nor was I all that sad.
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The graph above I created in Excel.  But my actual graph is on filler

paper.  From age 0 to 11, I gave one data point for each year.  From age 12

to 38, I gave a data point every 6 months.  My memory of events is a little

foggy below age 11.

On a separate sheet of paper I have a values list that I call

“Happiness Line Data Support”, where I explain each year why I gave the

data point that I gave. I don’t want to explain every year in this book, but I

will give a few examples and explain why ages 19 to 22 were extremely

volatile years for me--as you can see on the graph. I fell in love with a girl

at age 20 and it was the most happiness I ever experienced--so I rated

myself a 10.  She ended up breaking up with me and I was struggling with

other friendships and was lonely--six months later I rated myself a -8.  But

because I’m a pretty resilient person, I got my life together the next year,

and I went on an LDS mission where I was able to regain a lot of

confidence.

For me and my personality, I do not want to experience a “10”

happiness--because of personal reasons.  I want to be around an “8”.

Depending on your life situation, you will want to decide what range of +10
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to -10 numbers mean for you when you create your own happiness line

graph.

Another example… I rate suicidal or homicidal ideation to be a -10.  I

don’t think you can hit rock bottom lower than wanting to end your life--or

someone else’s life.  If you look at my graph, around age 31, I rated myself

a -10.  I don’t want to go into too much detail, but at that age, it was the

most depressing time of my life.

On a third sheet of paper, think critically of how you can “maintain

consistent happiness”.  For me to be consistently happy in my life and to

continue to get a data point or rating of an “8” happiness score--this is what

I need…

1. I need to be social to friends, family, neighbors, pretty much

anyone and everyone

2. I need to be involved with social media and blogging

3. I need to journal/write

4. I need to read interesting books

5. I go through my self-affirmations regularly

6. Every now and then I play board games with friends

7. I skateboard every now and then
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If I’m doing all these things, my happiness maintains around an “8”

and I would consider myself to be the perfect amount of happiness.

I rate my happiness quarterly: every March, June, September, and

December on my line-graph.

I now recommend that you create your own happiness line

graph...

● On a sheet of paper, draw a line-graph that represents your

happiness--the y-axis is a range of +10 to -10.  The x-axis rate

each data point for each year of your life starting from age 0 to

your current age.  (Look at the graph above as a reference)

● On a second sheet of paper (Happiness Line Data Support)

explain why you gave yourself the rating you gave for each

year--after age 11 rate yourself every 6 months or as often as

you’d like.

● Also, on a third sheet of paper, explain what you need to do to

maintain consistent happiness in your life.

● On your actual happiness line graph, explain the high and low

points with a small explanation.
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● Be creative, you can modify this writing exercise in any way to

meet your specific needs.
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Chapter 5: Write Your Experiences in Chronological Order

I believe there is a strong correlation between happiness and positive

experiences.  This next activity I am asking you to chunk your life

experiences into 5 year increments for your entire life. What are your

happiest memories and/or impactful experiences from age 0 to your current

age? Plug those memories into 5 year increments, from 0 to 4, 5 to 9, 10

to 14, 15 to 19, etc, up until your current age.

To put this writing assignment in context, I have a lot of experience

digging into my past because of my involvement with 12 steps.  In 12 steps,

you're asked to do a “4th step inventory” where you analyze every

experience of your entire life to try to find patterns of behavior (to help you

overcome your addiction)--it’s extremely insightful to do this.  I took this

idea and modified it by organizing my life into a chronological order by 5

year increments.

Understand that you’re not going to think of everything at first, the

memories will slowly flow in as time goes on, so leave space on paper for

the memories to trickle in.  I’ve had this list for almost 3 years now, and

every now and then a memory will come in and I’ll record it where it

belongs in the chronological timeline.
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I would recommend brainstorming first by writing 5 year time

increments with plenty of space on paper, and record every experience you

can think of with just short sentences or explanations. We're going into

more detail in chapter 6 with “core memories”.

With this values-list, I continuously add current life-events as they

happen--but I no longer chunk my life in 5 year increments… I do it on an

annual basis now.  Already for the year of 2021, I have about 8

amazing/impactful experiences that I’ve recorded in this values-list.

Anytime I have a really good experience hanging out with friends, or

something really unique happens, I write that experience in this list.  I don’t

go into a lot of detail… if I wanted to add a lot of detail, I would write the full

story in my traditional journal.

For this activity…

● Categorize your life in 5 year increments, so from age 0 to 4, 5

to 9, 10 to 14, 15 to 19 etc… up until your current age

● Record every positive/impactful experience you can think of

and put it in the timeline

○ If you have a lot of negative memories, consider joining a

support group like 12 steps where you can share and let
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go of negativity through confession.  Or consider getting a

therapist. (I’ve done, and recommend, both).
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Chapter 6: Core Memories + Sensory + Symbols + Strengths

These ideas are some of my most powerful journal prompts

converted into values-lists.  Each idea came from a different book that I

combined together to produce this values list.  I got the idea of a “core

memory” from watching a Disney movie “Inside Out”. That movie is about

the introspection of a young girl's brain named Riley. The movie goes deep

into Riley’s personality--which is made up of her unique “core memories”.

Her core memories are specific events that are extremely meaningful to

her… like the time she scored her first goal in hockey, or the time she had a

really amazing time with her best-friend.

Everyone has “core memories” that make up their personality. A core

memory is simply a really impactful or special memory--something you

cherish.  I would also argue it’s usually a positive memory, or at least very

important.

In Chapter 5, I asked you to organize your memories in 5 year

increments.  This chapter, I want you to extract your core memories from

that list. Extract your best of the best memories. I want you to start with

your absolute greatest memories to less-as-great memories.

Before you start writing down your core memories,
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➢ I want you to consider adding sensory detail to those core

memories.  Sensory details are what did you see, hear, feel,

taste or smell with that core memory?

➢ Next, I want you to draw a symbol for that core memory.

➢ And lastly, what strengths are associated with that core

memory.

I’ll share an example.  Some of my greatest core memories have to

do with skateboarding.  For a specific memory, my sensory details are that I

was in San Francisco skateboarding at a famous skate spot at Pier 7.  I

was popping 360 kick-flips and a crowd of bystanders were surrounded,

watching me skateboard.  The symbol I drew for that memory is a

skateboarding trophy. Strengths associated with that core memory are, I

have intense belief in myself. This is a major core memory of mine because

it impacted my life in a positive way for many years.

Now it’s your turn.  What are your core memories? I have about 33

currently and I’m 38 years old.  I have core memories that start when I was

11 years old, and I have experienced 1 so far in 2021.

For this activity…
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● Write down each core memory--starting with your greatest core

memories…

○ Add sensory detail.  What did you see, hear, touch, taste,

smell?

○ Create a symbol for that core memory

○ Lastly, what character strength(s) are associated with that

core memory?

Currently, as my core memories happen, I write and draw that

experience.  I find it very enjoyable to come up with new symbols and

consider my strengths associated with that new core memory.   It’s really

amazing to become self-aware when you realize you're experiencing a core

memory.  It makes experiences that much more special and really puts you

in the moment.  When I create “symbols”… sometimes I’ll just draw the

“scene”.  For example, I went boating at Pineview, UT, and I was having an

amazing time… for my “symbol”, I drew the mountain range and a boat and

the lake and the sandy beach--the drawings can be simple.
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Chapter 7: Shield of Strengths

Chapter 6 core memories writing prompt will help you with doing this

activity.  I have read a couple of books like “Strength Finder 2.0”, on

discovering my own unique character strengths, and I honestly believe that

the most insightful activity I’ve ever done with becoming aware of my

strengths is from analyzing core memories.  If you want more clarity about

your strengths, I would recommend finding a website that helps you identify

your strengths.  I found the website www.positivepsychology.com to be a

great starting point to discovering your strengths.

This writing prompt is called the “shield of strengths”. Basically,

you're going to come up with your top 5 character strengths and write them

on a piece of armor--a shield, and put your greatest strength right in the

center of your shield.  For each strength, draw a symbol that represents

that strength, and then come up with examples as to why that’s a strength.

I’ll share some examples.  My 5 strengths are...

1. Confidence

2. Accomplishments

3. Creativity with writing

4. Wit

5. Social intelligence

http://www.positivepsychology.com
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My symbols for each strength is a…

1. Superhero for confidence

2. A stacked building with a star at the top for accomplishments

3. A pencil and piece of paper with an arrow towards a

smartphone for creativity with writing

4. A drawing of my face having a light bulb moment for wit

5. Then its three stick figures standing on the balcony of a

mansion holding their hands united in the air for social

intelligence

I then have examples of why those are character strengths.

1. For confidence, I have my pro skater decision, employment as

a teacher experiences, and confidence I experienced on my

mission, etc.

2. For achievement, completing college, passing my praxis

exams, being goal oriented, skate competitions, a poem

published etc.

3. For creativity with writing, original poetry, clear ideas, good

speller, organized with writing, journaling insights, etc.
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4. For wit, I have experience working as a substitute teacher and

making my classes roar with laughter. I was a volunteer as a

tour guide at an elementary school’s haunted house.

5. Then for social intelligence, I mastered concepts from a book

called “Big Talk” by Joshua Eubergang, I have 12 steps

experience, therapy, hobbies, thriving relationships with friends

and family, and many positive experiences.

Having this shield of strengths is a constant reminder of my character

strengths and the realization that I would like to always be confident,

creative, be an achiever, be witty, and experience social intelligence.  I want

to increase and continue to grow with all these character strengths.

Now it’s your turn.  You can add as much detail as you want.

● Draw a shield that fits the size of a paper

● Pick your top 5 character strengths you discovered from

the core memories exercise

● Create symbols for each strength

● Give examples of why that is a strength

● Put your number 1 best strength at the center of your

shield
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Chapter 8: Armor... Sword, Helmet, Breastplate, Boots

To supplement the shield metaphor, I decided to add a symbolic

sword, helmet, breastplate, and boots.  I was jumping on my rebounder

when I thought of this.  I’ll explain what a rebounder is in a couple of

chapters.

I wanted to be symbolically and metaphorically protected from the

slings and arrows of life.  A “sword” can be a little aggressive.  However, I

believe there is good in this world, I also believe there is evil.  To combat

that evil… we sometimes need to fight evil.  That is why I believe whoever

is reading this, should consider creating a symbolic sword and attach

meaning to it.

Meaning that I’ve attached to this metaphor is… I have given myself

the sword of truth.  Obviously evil hates truth… so whoever I decide to

argue with… I want to make sure that whatever I say to another person,

that it is grounded in truth and love.  I want to pick fights carefully because

the truth hurts--but living in lies is worse.

I have also attached to my armor, the helmet of learning. I want to be

knowledgeable about current events.  I want to understand as much as I
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can about everything.  I want to ask a lot of questions.  I want to highly

value knowledge.

I have given myself the breastplate of resilience. I strongly believe in

being resilient and not taking the slings and arrows of life too personal.

Sometimes I need to use my faith in my higher-power to let things go that

offend me.

I have given myself the boots of exercise.  I believe exercise is

extremely important to maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Exercise keeps your

blood vessels healthy so that oxygen and nutrients can gain access to all

the cells of your body, especially your brain.  I jump on a rebounder a lot,

and I’ll explain what that means in the next chapters.

For this exercise… what does it mean to give yourself a...

● Sword, helmet, breastplate, and boots

● If you want more armor… create it
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Chapter 9: Wikipedia Profile

I thought of this values-list back in 2013.  Basically, the idea is... what

would you want people to read about you online if a wikipedia profile was

created?  The question evolved and then became… “what do you want to

be remembered for when you pass away”?  Below are a few examples of

what I came up with...

● I want to be remembered for that I maintained love for life

● That I was loyal to my wife

● That I was fun to be around

● That I genuinely wanted to help others find happiness

I went to a conference for work in 2020, and the speaker had an

extremely insightful question that I added to this values list that takes the

wikipedia profile a step further, and the question is this… “what will you

have offered the world that will live on after your gone”?  And here are a

couple examples of what I came up with…

● That I was a great father to my children and had a great

relationship with them

● That I helped my children prosper in their life
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Now it’s your turn, think critically and answer the following questions and

create your very own wikipedia profile…

1. What do you want to be remembered for when you pass away?

2. What will you have offered the world that will live on after you're

gone?
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Chapter 10: Career

My dream is to stay employed as a Junior High School teacher for

many years far into the future.

Every job has lessons to learn and rules that are expected to be

obeyed.  If I want to stay employed as a teacher, I’d better obey those

rules.  Every job is going to be different.  Here are some examples of rules I

must follow…

● No swearing

● No talk of politics with the students

● No talk of religion with the students

● Be on time

● No non educational games allowed for the students

● Make sure every student is on task

● Respect my job and treat it well

● Do my due diligence to ensure that there is order and respect in

the classroom directed towards me and other students
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There’s other lessons that have to do with keeping and maintaining

employment. I got a couple gems from a book called “Winning” by Jack

Welch. What is my employment philosophy...

● I will do whatever it takes to support my family.

What does it take to win as a teacher…

● I will always be growing and improving as a teacher every year.

For your activity….

1. What rules must you obey in your employment?

2. What is your employment philosophy?

3. What does it take to win in your job/career?
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Chapter 11: Self-Affirmations

I learned about self-affirmations from my step-dad Al Carter in 2004.

Self-affirmation are basically ideas that you repeat to yourself on a regular

basis (daily/weekly/monthly) to emphasize certain qualities of greatness

and excellence.   Al offered a two day seminar where participants paid a

good chunk of money to become a “reboundologist” (a reboundologist is a

person who is specialized in rebounding (a mini trampoline used for

exercise or mental health)).

In the seminar, Al went into depth about how intelligent our bodies

are, especially our cells.  Our cells contain intelligence, and when you jump

up and down on a rebounder and repeat your self-affirmations, every cell in

your body listens to those words and acts accordingly. You can basically

rewire your brain to believe whatever you want.  My self-affirmations are…

1. Symbolic Heart (Chapter 3)

2. 8 Happiness (Chapter 4)

3. Star Status (Chapter 18)

4. Highlights (Chapter 5)

5. Core Memories (Chapter 6)

6. Values lists (Chapter 2)
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7. Wikipedia Profile (Chapter 9)

8. Career (Chapter 10)

9. Shield (Chapter 7)

10. Armor (Chapter 8)

I jump on a rebounder and I go through each one of keywords or

self-affirmations indepthly (it takes 45 minutes to 1 hour to do this).  When I

don’t have a rebounder and I’m traveling, I will go through my

self-affirmations in my mind.  This is the greatest exercise a person could

ever do.  Not only are you exercising your body, you're exercising your

brain and inviting positivity into every cell of your body.

If you notice, each self-affirmation on my list came from somewhere

in my journal.  Obviously you can create your own list of keywords and

organize them in any fashion you want.

Your assignment… I would highly recommend buying a rebounder

(go online and google “rebounder” or “mini trampoline”, you will find cheap

rebounders and very expensive ones. Start cheap, and if you love this

exercise get something more expensive later down the road).

Repeat your keywords a couple times a week/month for as long as

you're alive!  I promise this exercise will not disappoint you.  As you jump,
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your brain will come up with better and better ideas, record those and

modify your keywords as you evolve. This will make working out an

extremely meaningful experience.

You can jump high or low depending on how much intensity you want.

I personally don’t jump that high, my feet barely leave the mat as I jump.
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Chapter 12: Gratitude

Being grateful is such an attractive quality to possess. I began my

“gratitude journal” back in 2011--it’s really just another values-list.  I’ve

rewritten my gratitude journal maybe 8 different times. As I evolve, I find

that I’m grateful for different things.  One of my big regrets, I didn’t retire my

gratitude journal… each time I destroyed it and created something new.

I have organized my gratitude journal starting with my absolute

greatest things I’m grateful for...

1. Friends and family

2. Experiences

3. Truth

4. Understanding

5. Money

6. Journaling

7. Good books

8. Forgiveness and mercy

9. My Career

10. Social media
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Now it’s your turn… your list can be longer than mine, shorter… you

decide what your gratitude journal will look like.
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Chapter 13 : Bucket List

The bucket list is a very simple list--it’s also like a “dream board”.  It

can be powerful and a big motivator to be successful in a career.  I want to

have amazing experiences with my wife and children and close friends.  I

want to travel the world and experience different cultures.  Most people

know what a bucket list is.  For those who don’t… it’s basically a list of

places you want to travel to, or things you want to experience in your

lifetime.

My list is slowly growing and becoming a little more intricate and

sophisticated (not really).

Here’s a couple places I want to travel to and experience…

● New York

● New Orleans

● Cancun Mexico

● Cruise to Alaska

● Cruise through the

Mediterranean

● Thailand

● Miami

● Dubia

● Italy

Now it’s your turn… where do you want to visit and travel to?
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What kind of career and money do you need to make to have

amazing experiences that you want to experience?
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Chapter 14 : Past/Future Hobbies

This is a simple values list.  What are your past hobbies?  What

would you like your future hobbies to be in the future?

A couple of examples of my past hobbies are…

● Skateboarding

● Snowboarding

● Chess

● Guitar

● Disco Skating

● Dancing

A couple of examples of future hobbies I plan on doing are…

● Blogging

● Orating

● Mentoring

I still participate in some past hobbies… I just don’t have the passion

for them like I used to.

For this activity…

What are your past hobbies and your future hobbies?
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Chapter 15: Vacations

I personally love to go on vacation any chance I get.  Last time I was

on vacation, I went to St George, UT, with my family in the summer of 2020.

While vacationing, I was thinking to myself... wow, I am having a really

good time, I would rate this experience a “10” on a scale of “+10 to -10”.

Not every vacation I go on is a winner.  I’ve had some lousy vacations that I

would rate -5.  Anyways, that idea sparked this new concept of rating every

vacation I’ve ever been on.

For me to rate a vacation a “10”, the vacation needs to be very

enjoyable, everyone is having a good time, and it’s memorable.  I’ve been

on many trips to California’s Disneyland, and I would rate those trips a

“5”--they weren’t that memorable.

The most memorable vacation I ever went on was when I went with

my family on a cruise to the Bahamas.  Everything about that trip was

memorable.  The weather was perfect, the food was delicious, the white

sandy beaches were exotic, the tropical colorful fish were fascinating,

playing volleyball was amazing, everyone was having a great time, etc.

I also went on a scout trip when I was 13, I went to the Uinta

mountains.  My scout troop got rained on all night and I didn’t have a tent,
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so I had to beg my scoutmaster to let me sleep in his 5 man tent (with 7

people), the tent wasn’t waterproof so I got wet the entire night.  It was

probably the most miserable trip I had ever been on. I would rate that

experience a -5.

For this activity...

● Start with the earliest vacations you remember as a child all the way

up to your current age

● Rate every vacation you’ve ever been on on a scale of +10 to -10

● What does a perfect vacation “10” rating look like?

● From now on… make it a goal to have really positive “10” rated

vacations
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Chapter 16: Reading Books Insights

This next chapter will benefit non-fiction book lovers. A lot of my

journal insights and connections have been sparked from reading

non-fiction books.  There’s 5 main sections to this chapter.

The first section is called “Books to Buy''--this is a simple list of

books you plan to buy in the future.  Whenever someone, or an author,

makes a book recommendation, I keep that list in this section.  My last

book recommendation I recieved from a person off of Reddit in the life

coach sub.  He recommended “Richard Bandler’s Guide to

Trance-formation….”.  Which has opened up the world to self-hypnosis--a

subject I am now studying while writing this book.

The second section is called “Book Subject Interests”. Basically it's

a list of subjects you're interested in.  Subjects I’m currently interested in

are: values, teaching, self-help, self-discovery, and positive psychology.  I

also have a list of subjects I’ve studied in the past, and subjects I plan to

study in the future.  In the past, I’ve studied comedy, politics, story-telling,

business, public speaking, history, etc.  Subjects I plan to study in the future

are: hypnosis, leadership, negotiation, etc.
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The third section is called, “Book Review”. I record main ideas of

what I consider to be the biggest take-away from a book for me personally.

Any time a book helps me create a new values-list, I’ll record that idea in

this list.  For example, I read the book “Awaken the Giant Within” By Tony

Robbins.  The biggest take-away I got from that book was to study

metaphors.  Whenever a book sparks an interest into studying a new

subject, or I create a new values-list, to me that is what is really important.

I got a couple of good ideas from “Essential Art Therapies”, by Leah

Guzman; the Shield of Strength drawing, and recreating my Symbolic

Heart.

The fourth section is called “10+ Books”.  On a scale of 0 to 10+, I

rate each book I read.  I only keep a record of a book if I give it a “10+”

rating.  If I love the book and I get meaning out of it, then I’ll write that book

in this values-list.  If I don’t care for a book, I give it to Goodwill and forget

about it.  So far for 2021, I’ve read 1 book that I gave a 10+ rating.  For me

to give a book a 10+ rating, it must be very well written, usually strong from

start to finish, complex words/ideas are used appropriately, it leads me to

truth or self-exploration, or it sparks a new subject interest, or I create new

values-lists, or I connect ideas in a meaningful way.
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The fifth section is called, “Good Ideas”.  Anytime I get a really good

idea from a book, I record it here in this section. I try to write down only

exceptionally good ideas.  I believe less is more when it comes to recording

good ideas. I have 9 sections or categories of “Good Ideas”.  They are… 1.

Relationships, 2. Experiences, 3. Truth, 4. Comedy, 5. Career, 6. General

Knowledge, 7. Brain, 8. Politics, 9. Technology.

For this activity…

1. Keep a list of books you want to buy

2. Keep a list of your book subject interests, past, current, future

3. “Book review”… keep a list of ideas that benefit you specifically

4. Keep a list of every amazing book you’ve read that you give a

10+ rating

5. Keep a list of “Good Ideas”

a. Consider putting your good ideas into your own unique

categories
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Chapter 17: Intelligence Argument

I thought of this values-list back in 2016.  I do believe this idea is

universally applicable to most people. Create a list of every intelligent thing

you’ve ever done--this is an argument as to why you're intelligent.  I made

this list because I struggled with my own self-doubt and questioned my

intelligence.  I finally created a reference sheet or values-list and proof that

I no longer needed to acknowledge anxiety or fight doubt about my

intelligence.  Here are some examples…

● I wrote a story in 3rd grade that was very interesting and my

first indicator that I enjoyed writing and thinking

● I’ve written original poetry

● The day I decided to pursue pro status in skateboarding

● The day I decided to work hard and not give up on myself

regardless if I were gifted or not

I have other examples, but that list gives you an idea of some things I

consider intelligent and why I no longer needed to doubt my intelligence.

For your activity...

Create a list of everything you’ve done intelligently.
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Chapter 18: Star Status

This value-list has to do with your dreams or your current

employment.  In everyone’s path, whatever direction you decide to go in...

you start out as a beginner, then move to amatuer, then turn pro, then

become an expert, then you enter star status.

Beginner... you're fresh, new, excited, interested, realizing you have

a desire to pursue this certain thing.  You’re reading books, pursuing

degrees, learning everything you can about this interest. Does it make

sense to continue pursuing this path?

Amatuer… this is where the trials come, the setbacks, the reasons

why you should consider giving up, or consider why you must push through

the hard to get better at the thing you want to master. This is not giving up

on your dream--this stage is pushing through the hard. Once you get

through this phase, you enter...

Pro… this is proof you got good enough to start competing or start

making money at the thing you pursued.

Expert… this is where a person can start teaching, mentoring,

sponsoring, and sharing your gifts pro bono to others.
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Start Status… this is when you get good enough mastering

something that you get recognition from others in that field. You go viral!

For your activity…

What dream are you pursuing?

● What does a beginner look like?

● What does a amatuer look like?

● What does a pro look like?

● What does an expert look like?

● What does “Star Status” look like?
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Chapter 19: Finding Your Purpose

Your activity… answer these questions

1. Passion: What do you love?

2. Profession: What are you good at?

3. Mission: What does the world need?

4. Vocation: How can you make money doing that thing?
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I have found these questions to be extremely insightful in finding

which path I should pursue.  If all four areas align, then you’ve probably

found your purpose in life.
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Chapter 20: Beliefs + Changes + Improvement

I got this next idea from “Richard Bandler’s Guide to

Trance-formation”, and I thought it was extremely profound.  Is there any

area in your life you want to change?  For me… I’ve felt that I’ve struggled

with my memory and I’ve gone through a rough journey with the

relationship with my memory.  I stopped working on my memory because I

thought I just needed to learn to accept it--but that’s a quitters attitude.  I did

come across these three ideas that restored hope and helped me greatly.

They are..

1. What belief would you like to abandon?

2. What are the changes you would need to make in their

place?

3. How will your life be better for making these changes?

I’ll share an example… a belief that I’d like to change is… “my

memory isn’t as good as I’d like it to be”.  The changes I need to make?  I

need to stop freaking out when my memory doesn’t perform to the level I

want it to… and find exercises that’ll improve my memory”.  How will my life
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be better?  This will allow my brain to relax and perform at its best and

optimal level.  This will also restore hope in an area where I’ve given up.
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Chapter 21: The Hard You’ve Come From

I believe trials play a big role in the purpose of life.  Overcoming trials,

learning from them, being humbled by them, etc.  I have a couple of

values-lists in relation to trials… they are:

➢ “What is the Hard You’ve Come From” (or trials you’ve

experienced)

➢ “Where Did that Trial Come From?”

➢ “Specifically How Did You Overcame It”

○ Consider listing your trials from hardest to less hard.

I’ll share an example… I would say the hardest trial I ever

experienced is… not standing up for myself.

Where did it come from? I was skateboarding with my friend at a

bank in East Provo by a convenient store in the year of 1999.  This crazy

lunatic high school kid came rolling up with his crew in their van.  He got

out and started staring at me.  Then he started yelling at us saying, “Hey

you!  What you doing in my territory!?”  Then he hops a fence and rushes

and attacks me.  I’d never been in a real fight before so I was a little caught

off guard.  I’m not going to go into a lot of detail, but let's just say, I didn’t

win the fight. I was humiliated.  As the months went on, I started to hate
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myself for not defending myself well enough.  And I believe this is where

my self-hatred started for not standing up for myself.

Specifically, how did I overcome this trial?  Well… I made a

commitment to myself that I would literally rather die defending myself then

be a coward and let someone abuse me.  When I learned about

self-affirmations a few years later, I made the self-affirmation that “I dare to

stick up for myself in any situation”.

It’s pretty remarkable how one experience can alter the rest of your

life.  Fortunately for me, I decided to turn this tragedy into a victory.

For this activity… answer these questions...

● What is the hard you’ve come from?

● Where did it come from?

● How did you overcome it… if it is still bothering you… what is a

plan to overcome it?

○ Try to list your trials from hardest to least hard
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Section 2: Family

Chapter 22: Family and Friends

Everyone’s values are going to be different than mine--and that’s

expected.  I believe I am maturing a lot as a human being and it’s taken me

a long time to realize how important my family and friends are.  Without

them I am left alone and not thriving.  I need people in my life who I value

and cherish.  I love going on vacation, I love the holidays, I love the

weekends spending time with family, older friends, newer friends,

neighbors, etc.

Here are some of my most important lists, consider the

following…

● Who are your “core family” and/or friends?

● Who are your “hangout” friends?

● Who are your “potential” friends?

Hopefully you know who your family and closest friends are.  I am

lucky to have a close relationship with my brother, my mom, my wife and a

couple of really close friends.

I highly value my “hangout” friends.  These are people I can text and

be like… hey…  yo what you doing today?  And nothing is weird or
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awkward about that.  We're on the same page about valuing each other's

friendship.

My list of potential friends are people I hope to one day bump up to

hangout friends status.  We’re not on the same level yet as where our

friendship is, and that's okay.  But they’re at least on my friendship-radar.

You could think of these lists as a pyramid--at the top are your closest

relationships, in the middle are hangout friends, and at the bottom are

potential friends.

For this activity… keep a list of...

● Your “Core family”

● Your “Hangout” friends

● Your “Potential” friends
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Chapter 23: Family Lessons

Most of my joy comes from having a stable family life.  I believe that

kindness is more important than being in love.  Making that connection is a

lesson I’ve learned from having a family.  I’ve been “in love” several times…

and every time that relationship didn’t work out. My wife is someone who I

can fully be comfortable being myself with. We connect on a deep level, we

argue with respect; I may not be under a love spell, but I love her because I

care about her and her happiness.

Here are some lessons I’ve learned from being a part of a family…

● Kindness is the most important quality in a relationship

● Remember the past--when I did fall in love

● Remember the time we got back together and how magical and

amazing that experience was

● I believe in repentance and forgiveness

● Know your spouses strengths

○ She makes friends extremely easy

○ She’s very intelligent

○ She’s committed, loyal, and fun

○ She laughs at my humor
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● Family is who I get to spend the holidays with, birthdays,

vacations, dinner, concerts, museums, parks, bucket list,

Disneyland, etc.

Next family lessons involve my children… I want them to grow up and

become happy and responsible adults.  What do I hope for my children?

● I will teach them to be

honest

● Love learning

● Have friends

● Have hobbies

● Be grateful

● Communicate

effectively

● Acquire charity

● And be kind

Now it's your turn…

● What family lessons have you learned?

● What do you hope for your children?  (Even if you don’t have

children, if you plan on having kids, you can still answer that

question)
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Chapter 24: Family Stories

This values list is all about stories that involve your family.  I’ve only

included my wife and two kids for this section--and I’ve tried to include only

really important stories.  I know you might be thinking why this section

exists… Some of these stories didn’t make it to core memories or

highlighted experiences.  I’ll share an example… one time I spanked my

daughter really hard because she threw her doll at the tv and broke it.  And

I made a promise to her and to myself that I would never spank her really

really hard ever again.  One time I lost Aspen at the mall… so I made a

commitment that I would always have a stroller when going somewhere like

the mall.

For your activity…

● Record important stories or life lessons about your family
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Chapter 25: Heroe’s

I never considered having a “hero” till I was 28 years old in 2011.  I’ve

reflected on heroe's for the last 10 years and I’ve gained a lot of insight into

myself and what I want to become.  This might sound egotistical, but I do

consider myself a hero.  Here’s a list of my heroe’s and I’ll explain why..

1. Michael Rutter… he was my 11th and 12th grade English

teacher.  He lit the wick of my curiosity to explore poetry and

literature.  He showed me what true passion looks like for a

school subject.

2. William Tyndall, Andrew Jackson, Louis McFadden… What do

these 3 people have in common?  They were all martyred for

honoring the truth.

3. 5th grade camp leader… he shared his amazing personal story

as to how he became successful despite the setbacks he had to

overcome.

4. Tony Robbins… he truly cares and wants to help and inspire

others to fulfill their God-given talents.

5. Jason Hewlitt… he is an entertainer who follows his heart

regardless of the consequences.
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6. Joel Lind… because of my quest for truth and knowledge, and

my desire to share how to find happiness with others.

Now it’s your turn…

● Who are your heroe’s and why?
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Chapter 26: Past Relationships

I personally think it’s a good idea to have a list of past relationships

with people that used to be close to you and are no longer in your life.

I have a list of males and a list of females that are listed separately.  I

would also recommend putting in the year the relationship began.

For your activity… think every past relationship you’ve ever had

that had any meaning at all.

● Create two separate lists of males and females of past

relationships.

○ Put the year they began.
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Chapter 27: Covenants

I do believe that having promises or covenants with your higher

power, whether that be: Jesus Christ, Allah, Jehovah, Buddha, Elohim, or

even Love--is very powerful.   I created my first set of covenants when I

was very religious back in 2012.  I still have those covenants and I’ve tried

to do my best to honor them and revere them as sacred and meaningful.

You can make a covenant to your higher power about anything.

Promises to stay loyal to your wife.  Or promises to never hurt your children

physically, emotionally, mentally, or spiritually. I think covenants are a great

way to give yourself added strength and power to follow through on

life-long commitments.

For your activity:

● Say a prayer to your higher power and make a sacred covenant

about something you’ll honor for the rest of your life.
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Chapter 28: Your Opinion about Yourself

I believe the opinion you subconsciously think about yourself is very

important to introspect and think about.  Because, what you think about

yourself… there’s a high chance that others think something very similar.

Here’s my list about my opinion of myself…

● I’m a very likeable person…

○ I’m fun

○ I’m accepting

○ I’m interested in others stories

● I like my personality

○ I’m witty

○ I am forgiving

○ I’m a hard worker

○ I connect on a deep level

Now it’s your turn…

● What is your opinion about yourself?
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Chapter 29: Compliments

I love this particular values-list--anytime someone gives you a

genuine compliment, you should record it.  That compliment is a source of

strength and can even put a smile on your face.  I started this values list

back in 2012.  I will share a couple examples of impactful compliments that

I’ve received.

Here is my list…

● Lavell Edwards (famous BYU football coach) back in 2001 after

listening to my church talk said this… “you are very sincere”.

● In 2009, an Engineer at KAI (Korean Aeronautics Industries)

told me… “you should be a college professor”.

● In 2012… I was a tour guide for a Halloween haunted house…

one of the teachers said.. “Over the course of 20 years, you

were the best tour guide we’ve ever had”.

● In 2019… a student told me that… “your everyone’s favorite

teacher”.

Now it's your turn…
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● Are there any compliments you can think of that you remember

someone sharing?  If not… from now on, try to record sincere

compliments that people give you.
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Chapter 30: Criticism and What DId you Learn?

I believe criticism plays a special part in our lives. Criticism can be a

hard pill to swallow sometimes.  I believe everyone who is alive has

received criticism at some point in their lives. The question is… did the

criticism help humble you... or did it make you bitter and angry?

The worst criticism I ever received was when I was age 17 working

for a company that vetted people to see if they could be approved for an

extension on credit.   I was talking to a guy on the phone, and I put him on

hold… I made a mistake and didn’t actually put him on hold so I heard his

conversation he was having with a customer.  I accidentally heard him

say… “this is the stupidest person I’ve ever talked to”.  Me being an

insecure 17 year old teenager, this was a hard pill to swallow.  I was

already struggling with self-doubt and stupid-ideation in my life; so to hear

someone communicate something that I secretly already believed inside

was ammunition for some self-hatred to resonate. Yeah I may not have

been the best loan application information gatherer. I could let this criticism

destroy my life or I could use it as gasoline to burn an inner fire inside me

to prove this guy and everyone else who has criticized my intelligence

wrong.  Obviously I had a lot of growing to do and this guy unbeknownst
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gave me a huge punch to my ego, but I learned and grew from that

experience.

For your activity…

● What criticism have you received and what did you learn from

it?

○ If you're still harboring ill feelings towards the person or

the comment… what can you do to let it go and learn the

lesson that you were meant to learn.
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Section 3 : Traditional Journal

Chapter 31: Excerpt on Journaling

I began my journal when I was 16 years old in the year of 1999.  I

kept getting this feeling and impression that I needed to start a journal.  I

had this burning desire to write down my thoughts. That decision was 22

years ago.  I had no idea that my journaling would transform into what it

has.

I talked with a close friend who said he hated journaling because all

he wanted to do was write negative thoughts.  I can relate, I used to only

write negative stuff.  The great thing about journaling is that you can easily

destroy anything you don’t like.  I hope that from reading this book, I’ve

given you many ideas to write about that are positive and uplifting.  I know

I’ve “assigned” a lot of work, but what a treasure you can uncover from the

writing workshops I’ve suggested.

Passing down your deepest and most meaningful ideas to your

posterity, what a treasure trove they will receive from you.

Because I had destroyed so many negative journal entries back in

2007, that was a huge shift in how I journaled.  I realized I had wasted
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hours and hours writing negative stuff, that from then on out, I only wanted

to write negativity intelligently.  If I was going to write something negative, I

was going to include a solution so I wasn’t wasting my time.  I’ve destroyed

hundreds and hundreds of journal pages--but that’s okay.  Because most of

my journal entries now are pretty positive.  If I have something negative to

write, I’d better write down the lesson I’m supposed to learn from that

experience.   This is a way to learn from the negativity.
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Section 4 : Miscellaneous

Chapter 32: Histories

Every writing assignment I’ve given has been a suggestion. This next

journal activity is also a suggestion.  I’ve received a lot of inspiration from

writing out specific histories in my life.  Most of the “histories” are a page

long up to about 5 pages.  I’ll share some examples..

Histories I’ve written out.

1. The history of my brain

2. The history of my comedy

3. My religious history with Mormonism

4. My religious history with Christianity

5. The history of my wife Chelsea

6. The history of my South Korea experience

7. My history with 12 steps

8. My history with skateboarding

9. My history with education

10. My history with key people in my life… My ex wife,

ex-girlfriends, my brother Dave, my mom, and my friends.
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Your writing activity…

● Write out with a little more detail your specific histories… key

events that took place in your life, and key relationships
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Chapter 33: What Political Party Are You?

These days it seems that everyone is getting involved politically--I

think that’s great.  The ultimate question is… which political party do you

identify with and why?  I’m not going to share my political identity because

that’s not the point of this book.  My desire is to get my audience thinking

indepthly and answer thought provoking questions.

I have a long list as to reasons why I identify with the political party

that I identify with.

Your writing activity…

● What political party do you identify with and why?
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Chapter 34: Favorite Entertainment

Some of my favorite forms of entertainment involve watching movies

and listening to music.  I think it’s important to keep a list of your favorite

forms of entertainment like movies and music.  I also love board games

and keep a list of that too.

For your activity...

● What are your favorite forms of entertainment?

○ For example, I keep a separate list for movies, music, and

board games
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Chapter 35: Employment Timeline

I keep a timeline of all the places I’ve lived and also all the jobs I’ve

had.  These aren’t the most significant or meaningful pieces of information,

but they’re useful for when you're trying to remember where you lived when

something meaningful did happen.

For your activity…

● Record a timeline or list of every place you’ve lived

● Record a timeline or list of every job you’ve ever had
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Chapter 36: What Were You Doing 10 Years Ago?  What Will You Be

Doing in 10 Years?

I love the month of December because for me it’s a time to reflect on

the year I experienced.  Another thing I reflect on is what I was doing 10

years ago... and what I predict I’ll be doing in 10 years.

For example, 10 years ago in 2010 I was moving around a lot while

living with my older brother, and I was desiring to get away and do my own

thing.  He also got married, which forced me to go off on my own.  I was

struggling with employment that year, and I was luckily able to work for the

U.S. Census Bureau.  I was going to 12 Steps religiously and growing a lot

by admitting my weaknesses to others.  I wasn’t dating because I was

going through marital problems.

What I predict in 10 years is I will be self-employed as a life-coach in

a treatment center.

For this activity…

● What were you doing 10 years ago?

● What do you predict you will be doing in 10 years?

● Consider doing this every January 1st as a way of reflection.
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Chapter 37: End of Year Checklist

January 1st is my favorite day of the year because for me it’s a time

of reflection over the year that was just experienced. I go through my entire

values journal and update everything.

● I think about what I was doing 10 years ago

● I predict what I’ll be doing in 10 years

● I record what I think was the absolute best experience or idea I

had that year

● I rate my happiness in my Happiness Line Graph

For your activity… I invite you to do the same.
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Chapter 38: Retired Ideas

I keep a list of all ideas or values-lists I decide to retire.  When I

retire an idea I record here in this list and I put the document in a separate

journal.  Every now and then I’ll go back to recover a retired idea for

whatever reason--(it doesn’t happen very often though).

I’ll share some values lists that were once really significant to me…

● Million dollar ideas

● Why I’m lucky

● Why I’m favorable

● Biggest Light bulb moments

● Fast and prayer

● Tedx

● Letters to my wife and family

● Journal question and answers

● Eulogies

I have a lot of ideas in my retired section.  I’ve had a lot of decent

ideas go through a pretty intense refiner's fire. I’m truly trying to only share

ideas that I think are powerful and useful.
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For your activity… create a section in your journal where you

can retire outdated ideas or values lists.
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Section 5: Treasures

Chapter 39: Graphs

I keep graphs of progress in a couple areas of my life.  Back in 2019

when I realized how significant values-lists were and I decided to create a

“bar graph” that showed how many I created on a yearly basis. Values-lists

are one of the most significant measurements of success in my life.

I keep my Happiness Line Graph located in this section. I also have

a list called “# of Highlighted Experiences”.  With that graph I simply record

on a bar graph how many highlighted experiences I have in a year--the

more the merrier.

Your activity:

● Create meaningful bar graphs of things you care about

● The things I care about are values lists, experiences with those

I love, and my happiness

● Below is an example of a Bar Graph of my Values Lists starting

in the year 2011.
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Chapter 40: Goals Analyzed

I’ve analyzed all my goals since 2009.  There’s two measurements I

look at when analyzing a goal.  On a scale of 1 to 5 I rate how difficult that

goal was.  On a scale of 6 to 10 I analyze how long it took to accomplish

that goal.  Then I combine those two numbers on a bar graph.  On the bar

graph, I shade in the difficult part of the graph to show the distinction

between how difficult the goal was with how long..

Your activity…

● If you have a record of goals you’ve done in the past, consider

converting those goals into bar graphs.  Consider rating how

difficult the goal was, and how long it took.   Then combine

them together on a bar graph.
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Chapter 41: Conclusion

I thoroughly enjoyed writing and editing this book.  I hope you were

able to get new ideas and able to implement them into your life.  I currently

update and write in my “happiness line data support” on a regular basis.  I

also record and add experiences when they happen in my “experiences in

chronological order” section.

Journaling is so much more than just writing in a diary everyday.

Diaries are sometimes boring and disorganized.  I believe that diaries are

an opportunity for you to dump information, so that you can discover and

extract insightful ideas.  Consider organizing your journal into 3 separate

binders…

● The first binder is your best ideas (keep an organized list of all

your values lists that you create)

● The second binder is where you keep diary type journals

● And the third binder is where you retire ideas

I hope you unearthed new information about yourself and had fun

creating and thinking about the prompts I suggested.
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Journaling is my passion… and I believe you can now see why.  I

hope you can discover the power, the self-insight, and meaning from

implementing the journal recommendations found in this book.
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